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Abstract
This paper analyses how academics perceive their group leaders’ behaviour in managing the scientific activities of their research group and, particularly, how the leader’s
style (task- or relationship-oriented) enhances knowledge sharing, both directly and
indirectly through its influence on conflict. An empirical research study was carried
out by surveying 211 academics belonging to research groups in a Spanish
university, using simultaneous equation models. The results provide evidence
that both leadership styles have a positive and significant direct influence on
knowledge sharing, as well as an indirect effect by reducing the negative
influence of task and relationship conflict.
Keywords Leadership . Knowledge sharing . Conflict . Research groups . Public

University

Introduction
In recent years, universities around the world have changed considerably due to the
strong competitive pressures produced by the growing influence of rankings. They also
continuously undergo audits and performance evaluations (Travaille and Hendriks
2010). In addition, they have to address problems related to rapid and dynamic changes
in technologies and the diversification of knowledge in terms of multidisciplinary and
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multinational concerns (Lauring and Selmer 2011). This new competitive environment,
referred to by Degn et al. (2018) as “academic capitalism”, also affects research groups
within universities because they are increasingly pressured to obtain measurable results.
In this new context, more attention should be paid to understanding which management practices within public universities help to increase their productivity (Degn et al.
2018). However, research carried out at universities largely depends on effective
collaboration among academics (Lauring and Selmer 2011), and this, in turn, depends
on their exchange of knowledge (Tan 2016). Moreover, it is important to focus on the
organizational level, where the exchange of knowledge is truly relevant for scientific
production. According to Travaille and Hendriks (2010), the success processes related
to the Nonaka’s SECI model of knowledge occur at the research group level rather than
at the research institute level. Nevertheless, in collaboration processes, the main
determinants for not achieving success when sharing knowledge could be rooted in
the lack of an adequate motivation policy and other issues related to human resource
management (Jimenez-Jimenez and Sanz-Valle 2013). In this regard, it should be
taken into account that research group leaders in Spanish public universities
have autonomy when managing their research teams and projects, which is a
fundamental element in assuming responsibilities related to the management of
human resources (Knies and Leisink 2014).
Research group members usually share research problems with their colleagues,
seeking answers in interactive face-to-face communication (Tan 2016). However,
researchers must know and trust each other in order to exchange their knowledge
(Nistor et al. 2015). For this reason, it is critical to understand the underlying effects of
the collaboration between a researcher and his/her group members, as well as the
influence of these effects on the members’ willingness to share knowledge with others
(Liu et al. 2011).
Travaille and Hendriks (2010) draw attention to the management of the research
group environment because, through knowledge sharing, creative chaos can be stimulated. In order to be creative, researchers need to consider other ideas and learn how to
take different perspectives (Jiang et al. 2016; Schulz-Hardt et al. 2002). However, they
also need to have certain interpersonal relationships with their colleagues (Fullwood
et al. 2013), so that they can improve communication and cooperation (Lu et al. 2011).
Thus, group leaders should sometimes prioritize a decrease in the group’s internal
tensions (Degn et al. 2018). Knowledge sharing can be fostered if leaders show certain
behaviours related to knowledge management activities (Lee et al. 2010), convincing
their group members that the exchange of ideas and open debate are beneficial for
everyone, even in terms of publications and citations (Tian et al. 2009). Leaders can
also help by reducing hoarding behaviour, which generates high levels of conflict, and
trying to inspire group members to share knowledge (Bai et al. 2016).
Taking these considerations into account, the objective of this paper is to analyse the
influence of the academic research group leader on the level of knowledge sharing,
both directly and indirectly through his/her influence on conflict. To this end, an
empirical research study was carried out by surveying 211 academics who belonged
to research groups in a Spanish public university. The results provide evidence that
leaders’ behaviours (task- or relationship-oriented) have a direct, positive, and significant effect on knowledge sharing, as well as an indirect effect by reducing the negative
effect of high levels of task and relationship conflict. Unlike other studies that have
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explained knowledge management in universities in terms of the benefits researchers
can obtain (e.g., Fullwood et al. 2013), this study contributes to the literature by
studying not only the factors that can influence knowledge sharing among researchers,
but also the way these factors interact.

Theoretical Framework
Leadership and Knowledge Sharing
Knowledge sharing refers to deliberate interpersonal interaction processes, such as
discussions, exchanging ideas, or joint problem solving, where knowledge is exchanged (Matzler et al. 2011; Minbaeva et al. 2012). In academic institutions, researchers obtain much of their knowledge through interactive face-to-face communications, rather than from written documents (Tan 2016). The main contribution of
knowledge-sharing processes is to make existing knowledge within organizations and
individuals available to others (Jimenez-Jimenez and Sanz-Valle 2013; Lu et al. 2011).
In this regard, several researchers highlight that knowledge sharing leads to better
performance within groups (e.g., He et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2010).
In many cases, knowledge sharing is based on an individual’s voluntary act, and it is
always under the individual’s control (Sandhu et al. 2011; Swart et al. 2014). However,
group members may have reasons for not making their knowledge available to others,
treating their own knowledge as a valuable and sensitive asset that must be carefully handled
(He et al. 2014). In the university context, research is motivated by the individual objectives
of the researchers, who may be reluctant to share their knowledge (Tian et al. 2009). Group
members not only choose whether or not to share knowledge, but also with whom
(Zboralski 2009). Nevertheless, although it has been suggested that individuals show
anxiety when their knowledge is exposed to influences and needs coming from outside
(Swart et al. 2014), there is evidence of academics’ positive attitudes and intentions to share
knowledge (Fullwood et al. 2013). The aforementioned arguments show the difficulty of
managing the knowledge-sharing process, which cannot be arbitrary (He et al. 2014).
Achieving a competitive advantage through knowledge management is highly
dependent on the type of leadership deployed in the organization (Singh 2008).
According to Nistor et al. (2015), in order to generate the necessary trust to share
knowledge, there must be a basic organizational structure that makes it possible to
establish some minimum group norms, and the leader can perform this role. Along
these lines, Tian et al. (2009) emphasize the role of university laboratories’ leaders, who
should promote a culture that fosters knowledge sharing. Leaders must convince their
group members that the exchange of ideas and open debate are beneficial for everyone,
even in terms of publications and citations (Tian et al. 2009). Leaders can help to
eliminate hoarding behaviour and try to inspire group members to share. Thus,
knowledge sharing can be fostered if leaders have certain behaviours directly related
to knowledge management activities: monitoring the environment for relevant new
knowledge in order to share it within the group; challenging group members to try new
approaches to problems; and pairing experienced individuals with less experienced
members (Lee et al. 2010). As Bai et al. (2016, p. 3248) point out, “a leader’s behaviour
does play a critical role in facilitating knowledge sharing and individual creativity”.
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From a behavioural perspective, leadership styles can be divided into two categories:
task- or relationship-oriented. On the one hand, a task-oriented leader deals with task
accomplishment and facilitates the understanding of task requirements, operating
procedures, and the acquisition of task information (Salas et al. 1992). This style is
characterized by leader behaviours that “[…] emphasize the accomplishment of task
objectives via the minimization of role ambiguity and conflict” (Burke et al. 2006, p.
292). On the other hand, a relationship-oriented leader facilitates behavioural interactions, cognitive structures, and attitudes that must be developed before members can
work effectively as a team. This kind of leader shows concern and respect for his
followers, looks out for their welfare, and expresses appreciation and support (Bass
1990). Burke et al. (2006, p. 303) found that both leadership styles “[…] are almost
equally important in team effectiveness and explain significant amounts of respective
variance in team productivity”. These arguments lead to the following hypotheses:
H1: Task-oriented leadership has a positive effect on knowledge sharing in research
groups.
H2: Relationship-oriented leadership has a positive effect on knowledge sharing in
research groups.

Conflict and Knowledge Sharing
In universities, academics collect and contribute knowledge in different moments and
contexts, for example “while teaching and co-teaching, commenting on papers by
colleagues or in blind review processes, advising younger researchers, working with
co-authors, participating in academic management meetings, attending conferences and
colloquia, having conversations over lunch” (Berthoin Antal and Richebé 2009, p. 84).
Sharing knowledge means that researchers have to invest time and effort in encouraging the flow of knowledge among their group members, who have different types of
specialized expertise (Grant 1996). This process enhances group conflict when members discuss their different points of view using arguments and counterarguments (Jiang
et al. 2016). Conflict has been considered one of the main challenges of group work
because each group member provides task inputs and relationship inputs, with task and
relationship conflict emerging (De Dreu and Weingart 2003; Jehn et al. 2008). Task
conflict is a perception of disagreement among group members about the content of
their decisions, and it involves differences in viewpoints, ideas, and opinions about the
task being performed. Relationship conflict is a perception of interpersonal incompatibility among individuals, related to disagreements about values and personal issues
(Jehn 1997; Jehn et al. 2008).
The effects of both types of conflict can be seen in group members’ moods, which
may be expressed as negativity, irritability, and resentment on a personal level. These
mind states cause individuals to waste time on activities aimed at reducing threats and
increasing their share of power (Jehn 1997). However, although conflict has generally
been viewed as negative, a certain type of conflict could be beneficial. In recent years,
some authors have proposed that, in certain circumstances, task conflict can be
beneficial to team effectiveness because people are presented with other ideas and
learn how to take different perspectives in order to be creative (Schulz-Hardt et al.
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2002; Simons and Peterson 2000). Groups that experience task conflict tend to make
better decisions because this conflict encourages greater cognitive understanding of the
issue being considered and the acceptance of group decisions, and it prevents groupthink (Simons and Peterson 2000). Bai et al. (2016, p. 3240) state that “task conflict
could contribute to employee knowledge sharing and creativity by triggering an
exchange of information and an exploration of diverse and even opposing opinions”.
However, if the level of task conflict becomes so intense that information processing is
blocked, this positive effect is reduced (De Dreu and Weingart 2003). As De Dreu and
Weingart (2003, p. 741) point out, “a little conflict stimulates information processing,
but as conflict intensifies, the cognitive system shuts down, information processing is
impeded, and team performance is likely to suffer”. Thus, if task conflict is not well
managed, it can also be destructive to knowledge sharing (Bai et al. 2016; De Dreu and
Weingart 2003; Jiang et al. 2016; Simons and Peterson 2000).
Although it is clear that knowledge-sharing processes have a cognitive nature, it
must also be recognized that they have an important relationship component (Lu et al.
2011). For knowledge sharing to exist, there must be emotional ties linking the group
members (van Woerkom and Sanders 2010). Knowledge-sharing processes require the
individuals’ engagement, which makes them highly sensitive and justifies the shift
toward more people-centred approaches for their study (Matzler et al. 2011). A positive
attitude towards knowledge sharing requires the presence of social relationships based
on trust, but at the same time, relationship conflict can eliminate the possibility of this
presence (Xue et al. 2011). Relationship conflict hinders open communication and
fosters hostility and suspicion about others’ ideas and arguments, and these behaviours
will drastically reduce the group’s information processing ability (De Dreu and
Weingart 2003; Kotlyar and Karakowsky 2007). Thus, the following hypotheses are
formulated:
H3: Task conflict has an inverted-U effect on knowledge sharing in research groups
H4: Relationship conflict has a negative effect on knowledge sharing in research
groups

Leadership and Conflict
The research group’s performance is closely related to the leader’s behaviour
because some members may be linked to the research group for a relatively
short time, focus mainly on scientific issues, and not have much of an opportunity to get to know each other (Nistor et al. 2015). In this context, conflict is
inherent to the interactions that occur within a group. But this conflict does not
appear spontaneously or unjustifiably; it has a foundation, and the way the
leader manages it will have an important impact on the group’s performance
(Zhang et al. 2011). This means that the leader has the opportunity to use his/
her influence to minimize the presence of conflict and its level of intensity
when it appears (Kotlyar and Karakowsky 2007).
According to Kotlyar and Karakowsky (2007), the leader has the difficult and
delicate duty of trying to prevent the emergence of relationship conflict. The leader
can manage his/her followers’ emotions, so that they can show appropriate conduct that
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will lead them to enjoy a positively appraised work environment, which in turn
will help the group’s effectiveness. Therefore, the leader should try to keep
relationship conflict from becoming chronic within the group because it could
have devastating effects on the group’s functioning and productivity (Jehn
1997; Tjosvold 2006). Furthermore, once relationship conflict has appeared,
the generation of productive task-conflict through healthy debate might be
inviable (Kotlyar and Karakowsky 2007).
Leaders must help members to minimize the likelihood of reaching dysfunctional
conflicts, seeking a good group environment that can stimulate creative chaos
(Travaille and Hendriks 2010). In this regard, Ayoko and Callan (2010, p.223)
point out that “the behaviours of the leader can assist in setting boundaries
around inappropriate emotional play in the team which may reduce the frequency of conflict while preventing conflict escalation”. This aim can be
achieved through different leadership styles or behaviours. Leaders with taskoriented behaviour often serve as examples for team members, reducing the
negative consequences of task conflict by focusing on goal achievement and
establishing well-defined patterns of communication (Bai et al. 2016; Tabernero
et al. 2009). Moreover, team members who perceive a greater task-oriented
leadership style experience positive emotions toward their colleagues more
frequently, thus reducing relationship conflict (Bono et al. 2007). By contrast,
a leader’s relationship-oriented behaviour will help to maintain or control an
appropriate level of conflict by establishing good interpersonal relationships
within the team in order to prevent both task and relationship conflicts (van
Woerkom and van Engen 2009) (Fig. 1). Thus, the following hypotheses are
proposed:
H5: Task-oriented leadership has a negative effect on conflict in research groups
H6: Relationship-oriented leadership has a negative effect on conflict in research
groups

H1 (+)

Task-oriented
Leadership

H5 (-)

Conflict

Leadership
Relationship-oriented
Leadership

H6 (-)

H2 (+)
Fig. 1 Proposed model

Task
conflict

Relationship
conflict

H3 (+/ -)

Knowledge
sharing
H4 (-)
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Methodology
Sample
To achieve the proposed objectives, an empirical study was conducted at a Spanish
university. The population of the study was composed of researchers in the university,
and it was restricted to those who belonged to a research group. Researchers who were
group leaders were excluded. Data for the study were collected through primary
sources. Thus, information on leadership, conflict, and knowledge sharing among the
members of a research group was obtained through a questionnaire sent out to all the
researchers in the population through institutional e-mail. Three reminders were sent to
increase the response rate, and a hard copy of the questionnaire was subsequently sent
to researchers who had not replied. Thus, 242 researchers participated in the study.
However, questionnaires with incomplete information were eliminated, and so the final
sample consisted of 211 questionnaires from researchers belonging to 94 groups.
Measurement
The design of the questionnaire was based on a review of the literature, resulting in
several seven-point Likert-type scales, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree), to measure the variables included in the study.
Knowledge sharing was measured with a scale based on previous work (Chow and
Chan 2008; Liu et al. 2011), where each researcher valued the level of knowledge
shared among the members of his/her research group during the period of the study.
Some examples of items are: “The members of the research group shared the results of
our research with each other (new articles, projects, etc.)”; or “The members of the
research group usually told each other if they were undertaking any research activity
that could facilitate the others’ work”. Confirmatory Factor analysis showed the
existence of one factor that accounted for 77.2% of the variance. This scale showed a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.97.
Leadership was measured taking as reference the scale developed by Hemlin (2006)
in the context of research groups, but adapted to enhance the task or relationship
orientation of the leader. In order to reduce the dimensions of the scale, a confirmatory
factor analysis with varimax rotation was carried out, reflecting the existence of the two
expected dimensions (Task-oriented leadership and Relationship-oriented leadership).
A sample item from the task-oriented leadership scale is: “The leader of my research
group knows what to do if working problems arise”; and an item from relationshiporiented leadership scale is: “The leader of my research group gets on well with the
group members”. They accounted for 83.80% of the total variance. All loadings
exceeded 0.78, and the Cronbach’s alphas value for the factors were 0.96 and 0.91,
respectively.
Conflict was measured with an adaptation of the scale developed by Jehn and
Mannix (2001) to more closely reflect task and relationship conflict. A sample item
from the scale was: “There were often conflicting opinions regarding projects to be
addressed by the research group”. It should be kept in mind that individuals from the
same group may have different views of the degree of conflict due to personal traits and
situations. For this reason, in the present study, respondents were asked about their
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perceptions of conflict in the group (see Lu et al. 2011 for an in-depth review). A factor
analysis confirmed the existence of the two expected dimensions: Task conflict and
Relationship conflict. Both factors jointly accounted for 78.2% of the variance.
Cronbach’s alpha value were 0.93 and 0.92, respectively.
Additional variables were included to control the influence of the characteristics
related to the researchers and their teams that can also affect knowledge sharing. The
control variables included the researcher’s age (age), measured with three dummy
variables: under 40 years of age (reference in models), between 40 and 50, over 50
(Pezzoni et al. 2012). The researcher’s gender (gender) was included as a dummy
variable, with the value of 1 if the researcher was female (Pezzoni et al. 2012).
Differences in performance due to the researcher’s academic rank (academic_rank)
were controlled with 5 dummy variables: Professor (omitted in the models), Associate
Professor, Tenured Lecturer, Assistant Professor, and Teaching Assistant (Rotolo and
Messeni-Petruzzelli 2013). In this regard, another variable (nsexenios) that considers
the number of six-year periods of officially recognized research for each researcher was
also included. Team size (team_size) was considered using the logarithm of the number
of members of each research team (Forti et al. 2013). Finally, Knowledge area is
considered through five dummy variables that adopt the value of 1 if the team belongs
to a specific area: Arts and Humanities, Social and Law Sciences, Sciences, Health
Sciences, and Engineering and Architecture.
Data Analysis
Simultaneous equation models using three-stage least squares (3SLS) were employed
in the estimation. A system of three simultaneous equations was specified. Knowledge
sharing is the dependent variable in the first Eq. (1), and it includes the effect of two
endogenous variables (Task conflict and Relationship conflict). Task-oriented leadership and Relationship-oriented leadership are key explanatory variables of interest in
this equation, which also includes control variables that might affect researchers’
knowledge sharing. The second Eq. (2) considers the endogenous variable (Task
conflict) as the dependent variable, and it includes a set of control variables. Both
types of leadership also appear as key explanatory variables of interest. Finally, the
third Eq. (3) considers the endogenous variable (Relationship conflict) as the dependent
variable, and it includes a set of control variables. Again, both types of leadership are
the key explanatory variables of interest. Both conflict variables are considered endogenous and are simultaneously determined. The rest of the variables are exogenous.
Knowledge Sharing ¼ β0 þ β1 Task−oriented Leadershipi þ β2 Relationship
−oriented Leadershipi þ β3 Task conflicti þ β4 Task conflict2 i
þβ5 Relationship conflicti þ β6 Team Sizei þ β7 Team Size2 i
þβ8 nsexeniosi þ εi i ¼ 1; …::; 211

Task conflicti ¼ β0 þ β1 Task−oriented Leadershipi þ β2 Relationship
−oriented Leadershipi þ β3 Team Sizei þ β4 nsexeniosi
þβ5−8 Knowledge areai þ εi i ¼ 1; …::; 211

ð1Þ

ð2Þ
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Relationship conflicti ¼ β0 þ β1 Task−oriented Leadershipi þ β2 Relationship
−oriented Leadershipi þ β3 TeamSizei þ β4−7 academic ranki
þβ8−9 Agei þ β10 Genderi þ εi i ¼ 1; …::; 211
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ð3Þ

The system of equations presents endogenous variables. Estimation by Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) could obtain biased or inconsistent estimators. Consequently, instead of
using OLS and two-stage least squares (2SLS) to test the hypotheses, a simultaneous
equations approach using three-stage least squares (3SLS), which addresses problems
of potential endogeneity and cross-correlations between equations, was estimated
(Greene 2012). Model estimation was carried out with the econometric programme
STATA 11.
Harman’s one-factor test was conducted to empirically address the threat of common
method variance (Podsakoff and Organ 1986). Three factors emerge explaining
77.02% of the variance, with the first factor accounting for 29.73% of the
variance. Accordingly, common method variance does not appear to be a
problem in this study. Moreover, regarding the explanatory variables, there
are no multicollinearity problems because the VIF (Variance Inflation Factor)
values are less than five in all cases.

Results
Table 1 presents the results obtained from the 3SLS estimation to test the hypotheses
related to the direct and indirect effects of leadership on knowledge sharing. The results
of Eq. 1 reveal that a task-oriented leadership style by the research groups’ leaders has a
positive and significant effect (β = 0.461; p < 0.01) on knowledge sharing. Thus, the
higher the task-oriented leadership, the higher the value of the knowledge shared
among the researchers, supporting hypothesis H1. On the other hand, the results of
Eq. 1 also show a positive and significant influence of the relationship-oriented
leadership style on knowledge sharing within research groups (β = 0.739; p < 0.01).
These results support hypothesis H2.
Results show that there is a non-linear relationship (positive/negative) between task
conflict and knowledge sharing (see Table 1). The linear coefficient of the task conflict
variable is positive and significant (β = 2.077 p < 0.001 in Eq. 1), whereas the
coefficient of the quadratic term is negative and significant (β = −0.423 p < 0.05
in the same equation). Thus, up to a certain level of task conflict, the knowledge shared among the researchers increases. However, above that level, a
higher level of this type of conflict has a negative effect on the knowledge
shared among the research group’s members. By contrast, the results also reveal
that relationship conflict among the researchers has a negative and significant
effect on their knowledge sharing (β = −1.265; p < 0.05). These results support
hypotheses H3 and H4.
Finally, the results of Eq. 2 indicate that task-oriented leadership negatively and
significantly influences task conflict, whereas the results of Eq. 3 show that this type of
leadership influences relationship conflict in the same way. Therefore, these results
support hypothesis 5. Similarly, the results show that relationship-oriented leadership
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Table 1 Effect of leadership on conflict and knowledge sharing in academic research groups
β

S.E.

Task-oriented leadership

0.461***

(0.160)

Relationship-oriented leadership

0.739***

(0.255)

Task conflict

2.077***

(0.625)

Task conflict2

−0.423**

(0.200)

Relationship conflict

−1.265**

(0.519)

Team size

−0.076**

(0.035)

Team size2

0.001*

(0.001)

Equation 1. Knowledge sharing

nsexenios

−0.043

(0.091)

Constant

0.909**

(0.376)

Chi2 Statistic

112.47***

Equation 2. Task conflict
Task-oriented leadership

−0.145**

(0.067)

Relationship-oriented leadership

−0.539***

(0.068)

Science area

0.222

(0.165)

Health sciences area

0.268*

(0.153)

Social sciences area

0.309**

(0.141)

Engineering and architecture area

0.323*

(0.184)

Team size

−0.002

(0.006)

nsexenios

0.107*

(0.058)

Constant

−0.216

(0.136)

Chi2 Statistic

94.16***

Equation 3. Relationship conflict
Task-oriented leadership

−0.205***

(0.070)

Relationship-oriented leadership

−0.325***

(0.071)

Team size

−0.009

(0.006)

Associate Professor

0.117

(0.216)

Tenured Lecturer

0.006

(0.264)

Assistant Professor

0.007

(0.240)

Teaching Assistant

0.246

(0.267)

Age: from 40 to 50

−0.080

(0.132)

Age: more than 50

−0.221

(0.167)

Gender

0.114

(0.102)

Constant

0.124

(0.264)

Chi2 Statistic

47.48***

Significant to p < 0.01: *** ; p < 0.05** ; p < 0.1*
Estimation method: Three-stage Least Squares (3SLS)
S.E.: Standard errors

significantly and negatively influences both task conflict (Eq. 2) and relationship
conflict (Eq. 3), thus supporting hypothesis 6.
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The results of the estimated model support the hypotheses related to the effect of
leadership on knowledge sharing, highlighting the direct and indirect effect of leadership. The findings suggest that the leadership style has two positive effects on knowledge sharing. First, researchers in groups with strong leadership share more knowledge
than researchers in groups without this characteristic. Second, researchers within
groups with strong leadership reduce conflict in order to share knowledge appropriately. The results reveal that the leadership style may help researchers in a group to
manage conflicts for their mutual benefit and achieve higher values of knowledge
sharing.
Regarding the control variables, the results show that team size has a negative effect
on knowledge sharing up to a certain level, when it becomes positive (Eq. 1 in Table 1).
The results also show that the knowledge areas of Social and Law Sciences, Health
Sciences, and Engineering and Architecture have a positive effect on task conflict,
compared to Arts and Humanities, which is omitted from the model (Eq. 2 in Table 1).
In addition, there is a positive and significant relationship between the number of sixyear periods of officially recognized research in the group and the level of task conflict
(Eq. 2 in Table 1).

Discussion-Conclusion
This paper examines the role of leadership in knowledge sharing within research groups
in a Spanish public university, both directly and indirectly through its influence on
conflict. Knowledge sharing has become an element of interest for all kinds of
organizations that try to build on knowledge to achieve a competitive advantage. This
interest is even greater in organizations such as universities because their purpose is the
creation and transfer of knowledge. Unlike other studies that have explained knowledge
sharing in terms of benefits that researchers could gain from being involved in these
kinds of practices (e.g., Fullwood et al. 2013), this paper analysed the influence of taskand relationship-oriented leadership on knowledge sharing, as well as their impact on
task and relationship conflict, which may hinder knowledge sharing within the group.
Thus, this study contributes to filling the gap identified by Merat and Bo (2013), who
considered that when studying the knowledge exploitation capability, researchers have
tended to focus on identifying the factors that can influence it, but they have somehow
ignored the way this effect occurs. The results provide evidence that leaders’ behaviours (task- or relationship-oriented) have a direct, positive, and significant effect on
knowledge sharing, as well as an indirect effect by reducing the negative effect of high
levels of task and relationship conflict.
The results show that leaders can play a pivotal role in knowledge-sharing activities
within research groups in public universities because they can create an environment of
positive interactions among group members in order to facilitate knowledge-sharing
activities, which, in turn, contribute to the creation of new knowledge (Rotolo and
Messeni-Petruzzelli 2013). In this regard, this study deepens the understanding of how
group leaders can play the role of facilitator and mentor in knowledge sharing (Burke
et al. 2006; Tabernero et al. 2009). Knowledge sharing can be encouraged by fostering
social interactions and stimulating interpersonal relationships that minimize conflict
and improve proper behaviours among group members (Bai et al. 2016). These results,
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in agreement with suggestions of other authors, shed light on the mechanisms that
explain knowledge sharing in research groups (e.g., Hemlin 2006; Minbaeva et al.
2012; Xue et al. 2011; Zboralski 2009).
Despite its strengths, this study also has some limitations. First, caution should be
used when generalizing the results of this study because it was based on a single public
university. Future research in different work settings is needed to replicate its findings.
In fact, in collectivist cultures, the effect of conflict on work-related behaviours could
be different from its effect in more individualistic cultures (Lu et al. 2011). Furthermore, data were collected from a single source, and it would be worthwhile to have
more information sources. There are also many variables that influence knowledge
sharing that were not included in our research, such as remuneration and career
advancement systems, among others. In addition, although the respondents were asked
to evaluate their research group over a period of time, the data refer to a specific
moment in time, and so it would be interesting to conduct longitudinal studies that lead
to more in-depth conclusions about causality between the variables.
Conclusion
This study shed light to understanding the knowledge management process in the
public sector in general, as Jain and Jeppesen (2013) proposed, and in universities in
particular. Managers in private companies have different tools and mechanisms to
promote knowledge management practices in their organizations that may not be
available to those who occupy similar positions in public organizations. The findings
of the present study can be useful because, although work in universities still has a
highly individualistic component (Tian et al. 2009), there is a tendency to move toward
more group-based forms of research production (Hemlin 2006). Thus, the proper
management of knowledge sharing in research groups can benefit management processes in universities as knowledge creation and dissemination centres. It should be
noted that knowledge sharing has positive connotations for academics, who tend to
view it as a valuable experience and a wise move, as well as a pleasant experience. In
other words, researchers believe that engaging in knowledge-sharing activities can be
advantageous in itself, but it also has intrinsic rewards because people can enjoy the
moments when knowledge sharing takes place. This enjoyment is closely linked to the
researcher’s mood, which can be greatly undermined by the existence of high levels of
conflict within the group.
A key managerial implication of this study is that public universities should create a
proper context where individuals feel motivated to engage in sharing knowledge. For
some authors, although universities are recognized as knowledge creation centres,
many university institutions are still slow in implementing knowledge management
initiatives (e.g., Tan 2016). People in charge of public universities should consider the
need to improve the leadership skills of academics who are research group leaders
because these leaders can help to create the best possible conditions for knowledge
sharing among group members. In addition, it should be noted that, within the
academic context, a person who is considered ‘an expert’ could lead a research group
without having the appropriate leadership expertise, skills, and knowledge (Yielder and
Codling 2004). Therefore, public university decision-makers should actively improve
the leadership skills of these academics. These findings are highly promising because
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they affect issues that are not related to the recruitment, compensation, or career
planning fields, which are normally beyond the reach of research group leaders in
public universities. The findings highlight the need to focus on the aspects of human
resources management that could be within the sphere of influence of academic
research group leaders, as suggested by Sandhu et al. (2011). Thus, through an
adequate training program, public universities could help research group leaders to
better manage their human resources and promote higher levels of knowledge sharing,
without having to modify incentive and reward systems. In universities and other public
organizations, training programs could improve group leaders’ interpersonal skills, so
that they can be in a better position to prevent unpleasant situations within the group
that can hinder knowledge sharing. Moreover, the content of training programs could
help leaders to directly impact knowledge sharing because it might help them to find a
proper strategy to foster knowledge sharing. Training can help them to identify and
assess knowledge-sharing barriers and opportunities and develop an appropriate way to
cope with the former and achieve the latter. Training programs could also improve the
necessary communication skills to better transmit the importance of knowledge-sharing
activities for the benefit of the whole group.
In conclusion, knowledge management can greatly contribute to effectiveness in
public organizations. In this regard, this study broadens the literature on knowledge
management in public universities through assessing how the leader’s role directly
influences knowledge sharing. It also extends the literature by showing how leaders of
public organizations, such as universities, can indirectly contribute to knowledge
sharing, by reducing the negative effects of task and relationship conflicts. In this
way, this research provides managers of public universities with interesting notions
about leadership roles they have to foster in order to take advantage of knowledge as a
strategic resource.
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